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Short intro and background:
Private concerned citizen. Not running for office, and no official capacity. Was not paid or
reimbursed for any of this. My focus has been on the State data. Views expressed here are my
own.
B.S. Electrical Engineering, M.S. Computer Science - Computer Vision and Acoustics
16 years experience as defence contractor doing research and development. Data Science,
Statistics, Machine Learning, Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Computational Physics
and Mathematics, Sensor Systems, Data Fusion, Hardware/Software Prototyping, Algorithm
Design / Development / Analysis. Also a Musician and Recording Engineer.
Working with multiple groups across multiple states.
I will attempt to keep the following as “short and sweet” as I possibly can.

“Incompetence is the perfect camouflage for malfeasance”
●
●
●

We must clean up our election data procedures and practices
We must make the data transparently accessible and available to the public
We must make “digital poll watching” just as important and emphasized as much as
physical poll watchers and election officers.

Only then will we the citizens be able to exercise our rights and clearly observe and evaluate the
integrity of our electoral process. Bad data masks our ability to actually uncover and correct
deeper issues.
We must learn from the past to fix our elections going forward.
We must have representatives and officials that will stand up and do the right thing.
We, the citizens, must be involved and stay involved. We must supply the ultimate oversight.
Sunlight is the best disinfectant.

There are major issues at every level …
●

●

VA election data policies, procedures and practices are an abysmal mess
○ Data is accumulated and controlled at State level, but has shared
responsibility between State, Local officials and legislators.
○ Blame shifting & circular firing squads when you start asking questions.
○ Many very good people (emphasis), some mean well but ineffective or
uninformed, some know there are issues but lack courage/confidence of
convictions, and some seem to be legitimate bad actors
Minimal ability of citizens to acquire, inspect and/or validate public records
○ Restrictive and abusive interpretation of statutes; Guidances by ELECT
○ Threats and harassment of concerned citizens, lawyers by DOJ & Media
○ Excessive fees and red tape for citizens … yet the same data is passed
to ERIC, which freely sends to left-leaning activist groups, etc

And even when data is acquired … it has major issues
●
●

Nearly impossible to recreate or verify the events of the election
Gross & obvious inaccuracies and omissions; Multiple official data sets
supposed to represent the same election events do not agree, even from the
same official sources.
● DAL billed as transaction log, actually a stateful snapshot.
● No temporal archive snapshots. No file changelogs or errata. Inconsistent
field usage.
● No way to request DAL, RVL or VHL “as-of” a particular date
● VHL data has records purged along with RVL data
● Adjustments to historical record and public archive files well after-the-fact
● Multiple technology issues, versioning, configurations, testing and calibration
● VERIS poorly designed, badly implemented, currently broken

Some (not all) Examples:
Incorrect turnout number on official results (2020)
Changes and deletion of data in historical turnout
reports (multiple elections).
Incorrect poll-book configurations, insertion of 2820
erroneous records into the DAL. 1344 in Loudoun.
(2021)
Statistical “Election Fingerprints” do not adhere to
distributions associated with free and fair elections
(multiple elections)
Little mechanisms in place to publicly track and
account for necessary data such as hand-counts,
dropbox attribution, precinct attribution, etc.
It is mathematically impossible to un-aggregate and
attribute 2020 absentee votes back to “home”
precincts without violating published registered
voter totals, etc..
See: https://wwrkds.net/wp2/blog/ for detailed information

My $0.02 … these evidence a widespread Willful Neglect
w.r.t. maintaining and administering our elections data
●
●
●
●
●
●

By multiple parties, at minimum.
Willful disregard of current IT standards and community best practices
Intentionally over-restrictive implementation of statutes / guidances as
pertains to public access and transparency
Destruction / deletion of records
Knowingly misleading or false public statements (“most secure election in
history”, Piper statements to P&E, etc)
And … while I’m no lawyer … I can read and understand laws and regulations

In particular:
● VA § 24.2-1001 Willful Neglect or Corrupt Conduct
● VA § 24.2-1015 Conspiracy against rights of citizens
● HAVA + NVRA

Violates of the spirit and logic of VA Constitution:
The VA constitution directly acknowledges the danger of
“maladministration” by gov, and states that elections should be free and
subject to the consent of the governed, under representatives that are
duly elected.
How can you logically consent to something, or know that your
representatives are duly elected if it is impossible to verify?
What good is retaining official records if always kept under lock and key
and the public can’t inspect them at leisure? The default should be
transparency, not secrecy.
Analogy: Credit card billing statements

Also … US District Court Case No. 20-cv-3190 (2022)
Case hinged on 52 U.S.C. § 20501(b) (the Public Disclosure Provision):
“Each State shall maintain for at least 2 years and shall make available for public
inspection and, where available, photocopying at a reasonable cost, all records
concerning the implementation of programs and activities conducted for the purpose of
ensuring the accuracy and currency of official lists of eligible voters, except to the extent
that such records relate to a declination to register to vote or to the identity of a voter
registration agency through which any particular voter is registered.”
The court found that:
●
●

The statewide voter registration list is a “record” within the meaning of the NVRA.
Limitation on the public disclosure and photocopying of the statewide voter
registration list violates the Public Disclosure Provision of the NVRA.

Questions and Comments
Happy to answer any/all or engage in sidebar discussion.

Backup

Other important code sections
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

VA 24.2-625.1 Voting Equipment Security
VA 24.2-625.2 Wireless communications at polling places
VA 24.2-639. Duties of officers of election.
VA 24.2-658. Machines with printed return sheets; disposition of sheets.
VA 24.2-669. Clerk to keep ballots; inspection; destruction.
VA 24.2-1001 Willful Neglect or Corrupt Conduct
VA 24.2-1015 Conspiracy against rights of citizens
US 52-20501(b) (the Public Disclosure Provision)
US 52-20701 Retention and Preservation of Records
VA 24.2-651. Voter who is challenged; how challenge tried.
VA 24.2-404. Duties of Department of Elections. See paragraph 4.
VA 24.2-427. Cancellation of registration by voter or for persons known to be
deceased or disqualified to vote. See paragraph B.
VA 24.2-431. Petition to court objecting to registration.

VA § 24.2-1001. Willful neglect or corrupt conduct.
A. If any officer of election, member of an electoral board, or other
person on whom any duty is enjoined by law relative to any election, is
guilty of willful neglect of his duty, he shall be guilty of a Class 1
misdemeanor.
B. If any person listed in subsection A is guilty of any corrupt conduct
in the execution of his duty, he shall be guilty of a Class 5 felony.
Code 1950, § 24-212; 1970, c. 462, § 24.1-266; 1991, c. 710; 1993, c.
641.

VA 24.2-1015 Conspiracy against rights of citizens
If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, intimidate,
prevent, or hinder any citizen of this Commonwealth in the free exercise or
enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the provisions of this
title, or because of his having so exercised such right, they shall be guilty of
a Class 5 felony.
1970, c. 462, § 24.1-278; 1991, c. 710; 1993, c. 641

Pertinent VA Constitution excerpts:
Article I. Section 3. Government instituted for common benefit
That government is, or ought to be, instituted for the common benefit, protection, and security of the people, nation, or
community; of all the various modes and forms of government, that is best which is capable of producing the greatest
degree of happiness and safety, and is most effectually secured against the danger of maladministration; and, whenever
any government shall be found inadequate or contrary to these purposes, a majority of the community hath an
indubitable, inalienable, and indefeasible right to reform, alter, or abolish it, in such manner as shall be judged most
conducive to the public weal.

Article I. Section 6. Free elections; consent of governed
That all elections ought to be free; and that all men, having sufficient evidence of permanent common interest with, and
attachment to, the community, have the right of suffrage, and cannot be taxed, or deprived of, or damaged in, their
property for public uses, without their own consent, or that of their representatives duly elected, or bound by any law to
which they have not, in like manner, assented for the public good.

From Case No. 20-cv-3190 (2022)
“Take, for example, the math equation ‘2+2=4.’ The process by which the output,
the number 4, is derived is addition. The inputs are the numbered terms ‘2’ and ‘2.’
The activity is the expression ‘2+2.’ If there were a statute mandating, for the
purpose of ensuring the accuracy of the results of math equations, the public
disclosure of all records involved in the production of math equations, such a
statute would certainly mandate the publication of the final product of ‘4.’ If not,
how would one verify that the addition involved in the expression of the equation is
functioning correctly? Were only the terms, ‘2’ and ‘2,’ and the activity itself, the
addition operator, mandated to be published, and not the result of ‘4,’ there would
be no way of knowing whether the activity, the full ‘2+2’ expression, were
functioning correctly in each instance.”

